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Title: Integration of Control, Communications, and Computing in Networked Systems
Abstract: Modern systems are dominantly characterized by interconnected network systems. They are
exemplified by autonomous vehicles, smart grids, smart cities, gene networks, social networks, energy
and material flow networks, to name just a few. Management of such network systems encounters
fundamental issues of information, uncertainty, and complexity, and demands integration of control,
communications, and computing.
In this presentation, we will highlight some key motivations and critical complexity issues in networked
systems, discuss historical pursuit of integrated control, communications, and computing, and explain
how communication uncertainties introduce new issues in control design and stimulate new control
frameworks and methodologies. We will summarize some recent efforts and advances in developing
new control frameworks to accommodate data complexity, time complexity, group complexity, and
spatial complexity in managing network systems, as well as highlight some methods to handle
communication-induced asynchronous operation, switching network topology,

and random delays.
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